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Blazer, Zara;
Skirt, Zara;
Rings, DHfashion.
Photography by
Tibor Golob;
makeup by Mojca
Škof; hair by Kristijan Skamljič;
stylist: David Hojnik – DHfashion;
model: Aida Muratovič.
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Dress, DHfashion;
Accessories,
Dhfashion.
Makeup by Mojca
Škof; hair by
Kristijan Skamljič;
stylist: David Hojnik,
DHfashion; model:
Aida Muratovič.
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Dress, DHfashion;
Accessories,
DHfashion;
Shoes, Zara.
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Top, Zara;
Skirt, DHfashion;
Jewelry, DHfashion.
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Blazer, Zara;
Top, DHfashion;
Pants, Zara;
Shoes, Zara;
Jewelry, DHfashion.
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Top, DHfashion;
Shorts, Zara;
Jewelry, DHfashion.
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xplosive London nights that dominated the fashion
of the 1980’s enshrines the Blitz Club Punk decade. It
rejoiced upon the marriage of chaos and creativity of
an electric club vibe and the catwalk. So intrinsic and
integral a relationship, it defined the era - An era that is
being celebrated at the V&A in London.
Under Thatcher’s unrelenting conservative government,
the decade was a time of bitter and inequitable political
and social unjust. Yet in these apparently difficult times,
fashion remained a powerful influencer. And despite
the unforgiving recession that dominated the latter of
the decade, the concluding years established fashion to
be one of the of the UK’s most prominent industries.

Club to Catwalk: London Fashion in the 1980’s explores
the risk taking and creative scenes that commanded
the streets of punk club and rebellious London. Roaring, rampant and riotous, a night within the city set to
establish a replication of Ibiza’s ecstasy charged dance
club hype. And so, within London’s youth, the music
got the louder, the ambition got profounder, and the
creativity grew larger. With a create a something out
of nothing attitude, the passion that stimulated the
capital was increasingly more infectious to a selective
and artistic crowd. Artists, musicians and designers
alike would devote their Thursday evenings to craft and
construct their costumes for the weekend. Such a ritual
that grew integral due to the popular clubs such as
Billy’s, The Blitz and Club for Heros. These venues were
very particular about only allowing the most inventive
and imaginative outfits access through their doors. And
through creativity, appreciation of music and the motto
‘Sensation seekers, let music take you to the top’, punk
and rave fashion established itself onto the catwalk.
Creativity - one of the defining characteristics of the
Punk era was assisted by customisation of clothes. Rule
breaking and rebellious, punks disregarded, tore up and
destroyed the uncodified fashion constitution.

by ALICE BODKIN

Both designers and clubbers collectively sought to establish a postmodern style by customising and combing the historical with the new. And thus, London was
becoming increasingly unique. The desire for originality was empowered by fashion magazines such as The
Face. Magazines motivated their readers to experiment
with fashion, and consequently contradicted any desire
for consumers to go shopping. They were influential
platforms that rejoiced in the notion that fashion was
an art of expression. It was freedom. And perhaps in
such tough political circumstances, liberation is what
society was hungry for. The most compelling muse that
fought for freedom of expression could be contended
to be Katharine Hamnett. She stimulated a sensation in
1984 at a fashion event hosted by then Prime Minister,
Margaret Thatcher. She began the process of change by
wearing a T-Shirt that read ‘58% don’t want pershing’.
Hamnett used her shirts as a vehicle to express and protest green politics and anti-war dogma. In consequence,
the punk era was about confrontation of conformity.
It was backlash against the unyielding and constrained
economic anxiety that plagued Britain. It was freedom
of speech.
With further global referencing to current exhibit at
The Metropolitan Museum of Art – PUNK: Chaos to
Couture, this style is now influential today. One brand
of many, which has been inspired by the Punk era, is
Mac with their Punk Couture summer collection cosmetics. Arguably, make up is one example of a medium
in which people can express creativity. It is a vehicle in
which society can celebrate their individuality. Society
can enjoy freedom; a term that politically establishes a
meaning that one possesses the ability to think or act
as one wishes. Freedom is a capacity that can be associated with an individual. And thus, a conclusion can be
reached that, through the rebellious and expressive nature of punk attitudes, fashion funds freedom. Fashion
is freedom. fashion is freedom.
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